Blu XS hoop earrings

18k rose gold, diameter 16 mm, handcrafted in the Wempe Atelier. Golden orb-shaped elements line up on the Blu BY KIM hoop earrings and form a ring. The innovative design of the slightly flattened, highly polished orb shapes made of 18k rose gold provide for exciting reflections of light. These delicate hoop earrings can be worn with a sporty polo shirt as well as a fine blouse and are perfectly complemented by other pieces in our Blu BY KIM line.

Retail Value: $1,755    Starting Bid: $700    Bid Increments: $25
SET NIXE BANGLE
BORDERED BANGLE DIVA, COLLECTION “HOMMAGE A GUSTAV KLIMT”


RETAIL VALUE: $1,530    STARTING BID: $610    Bid Increments: $30
Gold Edelweiss Necklace and Earrings from BNA Custom.

RETAIL VALUE: $700  STARTING BID: $300  BID INCREMENTS: $50
LUNCH AT THE GERMAN CONSUL GENERAL’S RESIDENCE

LUNCH FOR SIX (6) PEOPLE
AT THE GERMAN CONSUL GENERAL’S RESIDENCE

RETAIL VALUE: N/A    STARTING BID: $300    BID INCREMENTS: $25
Voices of Change

4 color silkscreen
Edition of 100, signed and numbered
70 cm x 50 cm / 27.5 in x 19.6 in
Paper: Munken Pure 240g/m2

This artwork was featured on the cover of The New Yorker from July 27, 2020

Retail value: $600
Starting bid: $240
Bid increments: $20
6 bottles of 2019 Hans Wirsching, Iphofer Kronsberg Sylvaner

imported from germany

Retail Value: $450  Starting Bid: $180  Bid Increments: $20
6 bottles of 2019 Hans Wirsching, Julius Echter Berg Riesling

Imported from Germany

Retail Value: $450        Starting Bid: $180        Bid Increments: $20
Gift Certificate for Docent Led tour for Four People

NEUE GALERIE
1048 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10028
(212) 994-9493

Gift Certificate is valid for one year from date of issue.

Neue Galerie New York is a museum devoted to early twentieth-century German and Austrian art and design, displayed on two exhibition floors. The collection features art from Vienna circa 1900, exploring the special relationship that existed between the fine arts (of Gustav Klimt, Egon Schiele, Oskar Kokoschka, Richard Gerstl, and Alfred Kubin) and the decorative arts (created at the Wiener Werkstätte by such well-known figures as Josef Hoffmann, Koloman Moser, and Dagobert Peche, and by such celebrated architects as Adolf Loos, Joseph Urban, and Otto Wagner).

The German art collection represents various movements of the early twentieth century: the Blaue Reiter and its circle; the Brücke; the Bauhaus; the Neue Sachlichkeit; as well as applied arts from the German Werkbund and the Bauhaus.

Retail Value: $450  Starting Bid: $180  Bid Increments: $20
This extraordinary Advent Calendar by Villeroy & Boch brings to life a German Christmas tradition. Children anxiously count down the days until Christmas by searching through a cabinet of dated drawers to find an ornament tucked inside. Ornaments are hung daily onto the tree’s corresponding hooks until finally Christmas Eve arrives and the tree is fully decorated. The gorgeous set includes a three dimensional porcelain tree outfitted with hooks to hang 24 charming little porcelain ornaments and a 12.75 inch x 13 inch cabinet of drawers numbered 1 through 24 holding the ornaments. Introduce your family to a European tradition that is sure to become a treasured heirloom in your home.

Retail Value: $380  Starting Bid: $150  Bid Increments: $20
JÄGERMEISTER Bottle Glorifier

Introducing the latest development in ultra-premium, ice cold back bar displays, the Jägermeister Bottle Glorifier. This precision crafted unit is made of anodized, brushed aluminum with an injection molded soft touch polymer top.

The Bottle Glorifier’s handsome aesthetic and compact design will allow you to use less counter space while keeping Jägermeister top of mind and ICE COLD.

Retail Value: $300     Starting Bid: $150     Bid Increments: $20
FM Cosmetic Brushes

Designed in NY, Vlux® is a luxurious high performing cosmetic brush line for those looking to invest in tools that will exceed expectations. Made from fibre which looks, feels and performs like Blue Squirrel but in a cruelty free techno-synthetic exclusively from F.M. Brush Company. Each brush is thoughtfully handmade by Brush Artisans. Vlux is crimped seamlessly to custom shaped kiln dried wood stained handles that are balanced for uncompromising quality.

RETAIL VALUE: $275 STARTING BID: $110 Bid Increments: $20
Usher in the New Year with a glittery celebration of singing and dancing that will delight the senses. Salute to Vienna New Year’s Concert recreates the beauty of Vienna’s golden era and its elegance charms audiences of every age. A New York City tradition, this year’s concert will feature a brilliant new program of Strauss waltzes and sweeping melodies from beloved operettas performed by acclaimed European singers, champion ballroom dancers, ballet, and live symphony orchestra. The first effortless notes of the eternal Blue Danube Waltz will welcome you into a triumphant 2023!

RETAIL VALUE: $260 STARTING BID: $80 BID INCREMENTS: $20
ONE CASE (12 BOTTLES) WÖLFFER OF FINCA ROSE

Our Summer Inspired Wines evoke the style, sophistication and spirit of summer in the Hamptons. An elegant and vibrant wine with beautiful aromas of citrus, ripe berry, peach and a hint of sundried grass like the air in the Argentinian countryside.

Wine can be shipped to the following states:
AK, DC, FL, IN, KY, MA, MN, MT, NC, ND, NE, NV, NH, NM, NY, PA, SC, WI, WV, WY.

Retail Value: $240    Starting Bid: $100    Bid Increments: $20
Fusha Corona Cigar

1 Box of 20 Cigars
Strength: Medium Full
Wrapper: Havana 2000
Binder: Jalapa Nicaragua
Filler: Dominican, Nicaraguan, Broadleaf
Size: 5-1/2 x 44

Retail value: $220  Starting Bid: $85  Bid Increments: $20
2022 Lebkuchen Schmidt Festive Chest features the Innerer Laufer Platz in the old town of Nuremberg and contains almost 6 pounds of specialty lebkuchen including:

- New: Honey Heaven, our Lebkuchen of the Year, 280 g.
- Premium Elisen-Lebkuchen Bars, assorted, 125 g.
- Premium Elisen-Lebkuchen, iced, 275 g.
- Premium Mini-Marzipan-Elisen Lebkuchen, 150 g.
- White Lebkuchen, decorated with almonds, 150 g.
- 2022 Festive Tin, filled with choice Lebkuchen, assorted, 300 g.
- Fairytale House, filled with chocolate coated Lebkuchen Hearts - Christstollen, 500 g.
- Spicy Spekulatius Biscuits, 150 g.
- Dürer Bread, with whole milk chocolate base, 200 g.
  - Cinnamon Stars, 130 g.
  - Butter Biscuits, 130 g.
  - Vanilla Crescents, 130 g.
- A High Quality Nostalgic Metal Plate
  - Printed Description of Motif

Retail Value: $135  Starting Bid: $60  Bid Increments: $10
Munzenreider Zweigelt Ried Romserstein
Donated by EuropeanDeli.com

2017 Qualitatswein Trocken
100% Zweigelt

Inviting bouquet of fresh cherries, red berry nuances and hints of plums. Juicy, elegant discreet extract sweetness with balanced acidity and good structure.

13,5 % abv. / sugar 1.0g / Acidity 4.5

Retail Value: $130    Starting Bid: $50    Bid Increments: $10
Käthe Wohlfahrt

The Santa with Bell is a Käthe Wohlfahrt exclusive item. It is a classic red and white painted wood Santa ringing a bell and holding a tree.

Retail Value: $130  Starting Bid: $50  Bid Increments: $10
Enjoy a taste of Berlin without the jet lag from the best seat in your home, the sofa in your living room.

In less than 15 minutes you will be catapulted to Berlin without leaving your home.

#DOYOUUDONER?

RETAIL VALUE: $130     STARTING BID: $50      Bid Increments: $10
FOUR BOTTLES OF MOZART LIQUEUR

MOZART CHOCOLATE CREAM LIQUEUR
MOZART CHOCOLATE COFFEE LIQUEUR
MOZART WHITE CHOCOLATE LIQUEUR
MOZART DARK CHOCOLATE LIQUEUR

RETAIL VALUE: $120  STARTING BID: $50  BID INCREMENTS: $10
Two bottles that are 8 years old

RETAIL VALUE: $100    STARTING BID: $30    BID INCREMENTS: $10
Melitta Coffee Basket

Premium Coffee Gift Basket

RETAIL VALUE: $100
STARTING BID: $30
Bid Increments: $10
WEMPE
Blu XS hoop earrings
RETAIL VALUE: $1,755
STARTING BID: $700
Bid Increments: $25

FREYWILLE
Set Nixe
Clasp Bangle Royal
RETAIL VALUE: $1,530
STARTING BID: $610
Bid Increments: $30

BNA Custom
Gold Edelweiss Necklace and Earrings Set
RETAIL VALUE: $700
STARTING BID: $300
Bid Increments: $50

LUNCH FOR SIX (6)
at the
German Consul General’s Residence
RETAIL VALUE: N/A
STARTING BID: $300
Bid Increments: $25

CHRISTOPH NIEMANN
Voices of Change Print
RETAIL VALUE: $600
STARTING BID: $240
Bid Increments: $20

HANS WIRSCHING
6 Bottles Wirsching
Julius Echter-Berga
RETAIL VALUE: $450
STARTING BID: $180
Bid Increments: $20

HANS WIRSCHING
6 Bottles Wirsching
Julius Echter-Berg
RETAIL VALUE: $450
STARTING BID: $180
Bid Increments: $20

NEUE GALLERIE
Docent-led tour for four, valid for one year from date of issue
RETAIL VALUE: $450
STARTING BID: $180
Bid Increments: $20

VILLEROY AND BOCH
Advent Calendar
Donated by EuropeanDeli.com
RETAIL VALUE: $380
STARTING BID: $150
Bid Increments: $20

JÄGERMEISTER
Bottle Glorifier
RETAIL VALUE: $300
STARTING BID: $150
Bid Increments: $20
Kotti Berline Doener Kebab
Home Kit for 6
RETAIL VALUE: $130
STARTING BID: $50
Bid Increments: $10

WE ARE KEBAB
KOTTI BERLINER
DÖNER KEBAB

Santa with Bell RED
RETAIL VALUE: $130
STARTING BID: $50
Bid Increments: $15

Munzenreider Zweigelt Ried Romserstein
DONATED BY EUROPEANDELI.COM
RETAIL VALUE: $130
STARTING BID: $50
Bid Increments: $10

EUROPEANDELI.COM
LEBKUCHEN SCHMIDT FESTIVE BOX
RETAIL VALUE: $135
STARTING BID: $60
Bid Increments: $10

MUNZENREIDER ZWEIGELT RIEd ROMSERSTEIN
DONATED BY EUROPEANDELI.COM
RETAIL VALUE: $130
STARTING BID: $50
Bid Increments: $10

SANTA WITH BELL RED
RETAIL VALUE: $130
STARTING BID: $50
Bid Increments: $10

KOTTI BERLINE DOENER KEBAB
HOME KIT FOR 6
RETAIL VALUE: $130
STARTING BID: $50
Bid Increments: $10

FOUR BOTTLES OF MOZART LIQUEUR
RETAIL VALUE: $120
STARTING BID: $50
Bid Increments: $10

ASBACH
2 BOTTLES
8 YEARS OLD
RETAIL VALUE: $100
STARTING BID: $30
Bid Increments: $10

MELITTA
PREMIUM COFFEE GIFT BASKET
RETAIL VALUE: $100
STARTING BID: $30
Bid Increments: $10